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A MISCELLANY

OF LEXICAL

AND

TEXTUAL

NOTES ON THE BIBLE
CHIEFLY

IN

CONNECTION
LEXICON

WITH

THE

FIFTEENTH

EDITION

OF THP

BY GESE?NIUS-BUHL

BY FELIX PERIES, Konigsberg

a hundred years after the publication of the first
EXACTLY
edition which marks the beginning of modern Hebrew lexicography we are presented with a new-it is the fourth prepared
by Buhl-edition of Gesenius' Lexicon. When it is remembered
that a century ago Semitic philology was in its initial stages,
that the study of the Old Testament was carried on mainly on
traditional lines, and that practically nothing was known of
Egyptian, Assyro-Babylonian, and South Arabic antiquity, it will
be possible to gauge the extent of the labor which has since then
been done in the entire province under consideration and of
which our Lexicon represents as it were the epitome. The degree
of perfection, however, is not merely ascertainable in comparison
with the first edition; even when compared with the last editIon
which appeared five years ago, a substantial progress is to be
recorded which, on its external side, reveals itself in an increase
of some fifty pages. Wholly new is a comparison of the linguistic
material from the South Arabic inscriptions which is the work
of 0. Weber.
A random perusal of the new edition has resulted in the
following additions and corrections: Reverse of the title-page, 1.
I: r. iudicis; 1. 3: r. ergastula.-P. 54, s. v. 'PD , there is wanting
Zech. 9, I2 7mpnn 'D.-P.
I27b, s. v. W: , add: also in
New-Hebrew as a verb and in derivatives.-P. I58b, s. v. lnm, r.
1

Leipzig: F. C. W. Vogel,
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"die gemeine Hirse."'-P. I66a, 1. II from below, (Syriac) nrtO'm1r.
RDITnI.-P.2o8b, 1. Io from below, 55n r. 5:.-P.
234b, 1. 28 from
below, pnl r. p.rn; ibid., 1. 3 from below, r. npirn .-P. 235b,
1. 13 from below, emetu r, him tti.-P. 239a, 1. I9, Amos 4,
3 r. 4, 5.-P. 243a, 1. 5 from below, after "Griinbaum"add: Ges.
Aufs., 454.-P. 257b, 1. 15 from below, 1. Chwolson.-P. 299a, 1.
7 (in front of nlS ), for "u." r. "v."-P. 308a, 1. 17, p.DD r.
V.t; .-P. 324a, 1. 20, Prov. 17, 26 r. II, 24.2-P. 366a, 1. 20,
5'.nn5. r. 5'.1,5 .-P. 376b, s. v. nlSII Niph., the strange
form mia. (Isa. 56, 3) for m5 is wanting.-P. 382a, 1. 0,
after the words "bei Griiubaum"'add: = Ges. Aufs., 94.-P. 424b,
s. v. J.b, 1. 8 from below, insert in front of "Rob, Snm.': Geiger,
Ursch1rift, oI.--P. 426b, the word lrOt Sir. 3I, 8 is wholly
wanting.-P. 455a, 1. 5, remove the words "Perles An. 32 1nf1V"'
from their present position to 1. 13 (after Ps. io6, 43).-P. 537b,
s. v. ni.D, add: comp. Perles, in Beiheft II sur OLZ., 90o8,col.
543b, 1. 2 from below, r. C?>-1pP, add: In New-Hebrew 1f13 denotes a woman's

14a (on Test. Judah 25, 2).-P.

P. 55ia, s. v.
being without a husband through force of circumstances.-P. 59ga,
1. 17 from below, after the words "bel Griinbaum" add: - Ges.
Schr., 282 ff.-P. 6ooa, 1. iI from below, strike out: Perles JQR.
rr. lna.--P. 658a, 1. 24,
I8, 363.-P. 653b, 1. 15 from below,Y(Syriac) 'l: r. nl'iT.-P. 719a, s. v. l'p Ial, the strange form 13pnl
Ezek. 37, 7 for which we should expect ;znnpml is missing.-P. 7Igb, 1. 8 from below, r. U3T1P..-P. 727b, 1. 21, np r. r . -P. 752b, 1. 8 from below, for "zirtlich" r. "verzartelt."-P. 758b,
1. 6 from below, for a? r. W10 .-P. 774a, 1. II, for Dozy r. Lane.
-P. 775a, 1. x8 from above, insert in front of "Nestle": Geiger,
Urschrift, 367.--P. 8gb, 1. I0 from below, r. .:W .-P. 874a,
1. 8 from below, insert in front of "Perles': Geiger, Jiid. Zeitschr.,
IX, 204.-P. 876a, 1. I4, for "a m a r u : Signal" r. "a m a r u sehen,
also = Signal."
2 The mistake is due to an aberrationof the eye to the next line where
Prov. 17, 26 is actually adduced.
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In the list of Hebrew words proposed on the basis of conjectural emendations (p. 885) add the following entries lWrn
web s. Berichtigungen und
speechlessness, s. ?.inr, 263b.-- 5
Nachtrdge, XIVa, with reference to p. 135b, TI.-- n-l s. lnct
781a below.
In the German Index note the following corrections: 979a,
s. v. "Schlauch," for ioh II r. ntn.-983, s. v. "stark," add: .~,V.
As in the case of the two previous editions,3 we present in the
following pages a series of lexical and textual observations which
may be taken as an original contribution to the interpretation of
the Scriptures.

yrnK
Zech. 6, 3
01.MK is explained by a number of scholars in
the sense of "red," since in verse 7 it stands directly for DS"I.
It is quite possible that the word stood originally at the outset in
verse 2 where it was subsequently replaced by the gloss DWtK,
whereas the original DwnK found its way by error at the end
of verse 3. The meaning "red" fits in with rabbinic KY'bt raw
nieat (Levy, NHWB., 41)* the red color of which is expressly
alluded to in a number of places, e. g. Pesahim 74b
nYni '4,T

P'w&a.
DQK
The verses Deut. 15, 4-6 are rightly stricken out by Marti (in
the new edition of Kautzsch's Bible) as a later gloss, since they
contradict verses 6 and II. How are we, however, to explain the
wholly superfluous DDS at the head of verse 4, which is wanting
in the Septuagint and Peshitta? It is not too rash to conjecture
that in the Greek period a glossator wrote on the margin DoC,
i. e. abef, in explanation of '1T tr*nt (end of verse 3), considering that Ot~Wis rendered by 47ziut in the Septuagint.5 The
3 See JQR., XI, 688-690; XVIII, 388-390.
'/t6c is improbable for the reason that the word
occurs exclusively in the Babylonian Talmud.
5 As is well known, the Midrash repeatedly makes use of the similarity
in sound between DKD and a$eC? for haggadic purposes; see the passages
in Krauss, Lehnwiwrter, II, I oa.
4 The derivation from

I00
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word being omitted in the two oldest versions, the possibility of a
Greek gloss in the present passage will not be contested.6 The
gloss was then copied into the text immediately after '1T tDtnl
and taken for a tIebrew word; it was then natural, when verses
4-6 were received into the text, that the word was drawn to the
following.
A similar instance of an originally non-Hebrew gloss being
taken for Hebrew on its admission into the text is Ezek. 20, 37
where nn: = Babyl. b i r it u "bond" was
nr:~f' nrlD:
as an explanation of nrfDb; see my observation
intended
originally
JQR., XVIII,

384, and comp. below on Gen. 22, 13.

Isa. 24, 15 we expect

in the place of the difficult

D':Ka

rather an apostrophe naming those who are bidden praise the
1
Lord. I therefore conjecture that we should point
.^.:I
"inhabitants of Berytus (Beirut)."T It fits in well with the parallel
DIn Ks that just this port should be mentioned. It is true, the
city does not occur elsewhere in the Old Testament, but mention
is frequently made of it as Beruna and Berutu in the Amarna
tablets.8 The name nrlw3 is simply the plural of 'I: well, as
is expressly attested by Stephen of Byzantium.9 This would also
10 as we might
explain the form '1.: in the place of T'ni'W
and the Jews
relations
of
For
the
subsequent
Berytus
expect.
6 If

my conjecture be right, then the omission of the gloss in the
Septuagint and Peshitta would furnish proof for the latter also that the
Hebrew text underlying these versions was current for some time side by
An analogous case is
side with the sources of the Masoretic recension.
afforded by the Papyrus Nash proving that, so far as Deuteronomy is concerned. there was circulating in the second post-Christian century a Hebrew
text deviating from the Masoretic.
7 Comp. Isa. 42, Io where in a similar context Kedar and Sela are
called upon to praise the Lord.
8 Comp. Winckler, Altorientalische
9 S. v. Br/pvr6c: eKAi/f
10

Forschungen, I, 309, n., and 436.
ia ro ebvdpov * Pfp yap rob9peap trap' avroi7.

10 As a gentilic of the Benjamite city

t'kNt frequently.

S
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consult the article by Krauss, JE., II, 647-8, and the literature there
adduced.
T T

which occurs only Isa. 5, 6 should probably be
The word mn3
T T
stricken from the lexicon; it is apparently a mere remnant of the
It is true that in present
reading .n.nrPwl for lnnwVl.
Hebrew text we meet only with the Kal Fnl in the sense
of "lying fallow" ;11but both the rendering of the Septuagint
* 1 'l ?1n
18p1'
(arvC7a rbv hnyre2lva tov ) and the following
of
the supposition that Vin':3WI was the
speak in favor
original reading.12 Instances where the two stems nW and ni3
are confounded may be adduced from other places in the
Scriptures, e. g. Job 10, 20 where we must read with Lagarde
in the place of
nnl
'Wl, and Job 38, II where in the place of
.5T

Il=:l

nrw

we ought certainly to read

'~ l;1I n'VW (comp.

my Analzekten, 87). Perhaps for n'Ws Jer. 5I, 38 we
should likewise read rnll.
In the present passage, the word
rinl may have originated in the following manner: when the
faulty reading linrlVW had found its way into the text, a copyist
1nnz

wrote above it by way of correction liln3, hence: in,rwl.
A subsequent scribe mistook the superscribed letters for an
omission; in this fashion our masoretic reading arose.
-11w

May not the Greek Kr/cpogfor which it is difficult to find
a satisfactory Greek etymology be a loan-word going back to
5T' ? For the transposition of I and r we have abundant examples in the case of foreign words transplanted from one language into another.18 As

for

Greek

it

for

Semitic

, comp.

11 ,~tWnr Lam. i, 7 similarly refers to the ground's lying fallow; comp.
Midrash Echah ad locum where it is correctly paraphrased by tUUtZt.
12 Comp. Lev. 25, 4 where we meet with the same
expression ML1 18:1
'I1ttl with reference to the year of rest.
13 In addition to the examples given by my father (Byzant.
Zeitschr.,
II, 583) and by myself (ibid., VIII, 544) we might name Syriac
WlnZp
"inkwell" from icaalaptdpov; Spanish Argel (= Algier) from al-jazTreh.
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KdaJ/Aoc

for 5*2.

According to Lewy,14

1.i is the prototype

of Greek Kopd/.'tOV; but in view of the special meaning of the

latter for which no parallels are to be found anywhere in the
Semitic languages, the proposed derivation must be rejected as
highly improbable.

" r 1T
has thus far not been
Prov. 7, 22
has thus far not been
W !
3trD
Prov. I7, 22 inl
satisfactorily explained. The parallel C1% in the second hemistich suggests that ^., likewise denotes a part of the body.
Certain scholars have therefore, on the basis of Peshitta (NtW1I)
and Targum ( Nnl ), proposed in its place Mlt or ri.3. No
change, however, is required: n1n1 corresponds exactly to Arabic
15

4-T
D3D

Prov. 15, 13
"countenance"; accordingly,
of
the
a
variant
i
nt' Mt'w represents
present verse.l1
and means

:

T~

n t1w' does not fit in well with
Ps. 12, 4 rn'.
mll:i
the parallel three hemistichs that precede in which hypocrisy and
not grandiloquence is combated. I therefore conjecture that n11j.
represents a miswrittenIn':l (comp. Syriac) which, though not occurring elsewhere in Hebrew, might constitute an Aramaism
which would comport with our passage. The transposition of
i'1. into nir17 , easily accounted for on graphic grounds
(note the similarity in the Old Hebrew script), was due not
merely to the circumstance of its being a rare word, but was in
addition suggested by the next following verse (4).
It is quite possible that a form from the stem [5. stood in
S5pI
Ml
another passage in the Book of Psalms: I5, 3 1
offers both lexical and grammatical difficulties. Perhaps the text
14

Semit. Lehnwirter

15 From the stem t,

in Griechischen, I8-I9.
*; comp.

16 Comp. also Eccl. 7, 3Z

=t

ml' t,
rT

4,

T

Iz.
MZ:M
0^

and the like.
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KS 17 "there is no falsehood upon his tongue."18
Thus also the preposition ~y which it is difficult to construe with a
verb would find its explanation. It is not impossible that the correct
reading was still extant in the Hebrew copy used by the Greek

read originally: 5.

translator, though he took it for a verb (o'K Te'6caev ev y2crvi
avro ).
Likewise
Sir. 5, 14 ( (IF) lnn S 'lI:21l
,19 which

it is safe to say imitates our verse, we should read .'rn : "lie not
with thy tongue." The concluding word ('l ) which is wanting
in both versions may with certainty be pronounced a later addition.

Tnn
A verb hitherto unrecognized appears to be extant in 'Wi::I
p"^ Ps. 46, 3. Aside from the fact that the Hiphil rnoi
(except in the obscure passage Mic. 2, 4) is never used intransitively, the meaning of the stem does not fit the context. According to my judgment, the vocalization alone is erroneous: read
'Ib,i "when the earth is dissolved"20from the stem '1ID, = Arabic
hmr which means both "pour out" and "be poured out." n~n'n
Ps. I40,

seems likewise to go back to the same stem.

II

as the name of a people

^tr

Jer. 25, 25 is still awaiting an explanation;

it is wanting in

the Septuagint and the Old Latin. Duhm conjectures that it represents a cipher, say for Imnn , which has the same numerical
value! Such recourse to gematria in a modern commentary par17 Rh (in the
place of the expected

prn 1:; Sr 1S wstM;
18
For Att' in this
rabba, ed. Romm,
place just quoted
dependent on the
frequently; in our
Wbch., I,

21,

'
JtSN
ZtSr

9

sense

we

15a, on 2, 4)

have

JI8 ) before a noun as Job i8, I7
.
tl
instances
S:pZ S'l

in

New-Hebrew

(Cant.

1rPVl and in the
III?.l.
In the Targum of Proverbs which is
InZRH'r
Syriac Version the verb X5I and its derivatives occur
texts, however, VI is disfigured into .Jl (see Levy, Targ.
1:HR

W '1Il.ln

i62).

we find likewise
.rIn R 'llw
thR1. The whole sentence,
however, is missing in both versions; it is probably a misplaced doublet to
19

5,

4,

28

I4.
20 Comp. the parallel in v. 7
r1M nn.
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takes of the nature of a jest. It is quite probable, however, that
we are dealing here with a cipher. In the light of the word l'G'
in the following verse which is universally acknowledged as a
symbol for 5:: (according to the permutation '":ln )21 it is not
far-fetched to see in Pn1t a cryptograph for DI,y which immediately follows. Now, it is true, D~', according to the w"Zn:,
would result in =^tT. We need not, however, be surprised that
this unknown word which has certainly an un-Hebrew sound was
at an early period replaced by the otherwise known 'nZt which
as the name of a king was also graphically quite similar. Now
we may understand why the four words 'net
'45?
5: n
are wanting in the Septuagint, being nothing else than a doublet
of try5v t
i:O
nrln

Ps. 74, 6 nl5r 55l W3 was apparently chosen intentionally
with a view to the Greek S%vvov
and xi.v'p which designate the two
parts of an axe. This allusive play on Greek terms is not surprising in a Maccabean psalm.
'

==
-- drive on

' is difficult grammatxT-I 5N
Jer. Io, 2 U1-13n 5N WI,
ically; hence the rendering "go" in a number of the versions which
probably represents a mere guess from the context. I propose
in the signification "be driven on, be impelled." This
?t'5J/
meaning may readily be inferred from the noun ?1*I "an ox'
goad"; comp. also Jer. 31, 18 1*
5:X (similarly Hos. Io,
to
s.
the
According
Gesenius-Buhl, v.,
Ii).
primary meaning of
the stem is "goad on."
V
In Is. 40, I6 ut5n
the verb is certainly to
nnlN
n*:l
be rendered "guide" (Septuagint:
avtvepiiaaev ai)brv). The same

semantic development from "guide" to "teach" may be witnessed
also in M1'.

21

Similarly

5I, 41 and

Itn1 :Z

for

=ll'=

5I,

I.
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rnn
Prov. 31, 3 jp'35

nrnnrI51'ii

lr5n Wl 5 inn 5 I sug-

gest that in the obscure nrinl there may be present perhaps
The presence of a
a derivative from
otxaio ( lotx6? adulterer).

Greek word in this passage should be nothing strange; it may
be taken rather as characteristic of the decadence of Jewish
family life in Hellenistic times that the writer intentionally
chose a Greek word. Moreover, rnn for some form of the verb
uotxdooccurs in the Midrash (Cant. rabba on 3, 4) : 'np 'X5D 'nD

is doubly difficult: in
DD
pirinl
the first place we find nowhere else pirn in the sense demanded
by the context here, and secondly the commercial figure of acquiring a wife is least of all to be expected in this chapter. Perhaps we ou'ght to point: 'rnn, "the place where she may be
found (comp. Zeph. 2, 9 nr% ,m3)23 is more distant than that
Prov. 31, Io

m'n:

where corals are found." i. e. she is farther away to seek and more
difficult to find. That is poetic and safeguards pirn its original
sense.

rn "multitude, troop" shows exactly the same development
of meaning as Assyrian millu (Delitzsch, HW4B., 414a).

Judg. 6, 2

w'1n '1nni;,'rf,

nr.

So

much

may

be

gathered from the context that a hiding-place in the mountains
made with human hands must be meant. Perhaps it denotes
"subterranean passages," "shafts," comp. Job 28, Io W'-q' nitrY3
p:l where many commentators assume the meaning "shafts."
22
Comp. Israel Lewy, Ober die Sputrent des griecli. u. rini. Altertumis imt
talmud. Schriftturn, 80 (in: Verhanldlunlgen der 33. Philologenversamimlung).
23
The basic meaning: place where something is dug after (Tlm).
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The figure is wholly appropriate, since a mine with shafts
and galleries is similar to a river with its tributaries.
Perhaps we ought to take the word 'in in the rather difficult
x vn nln,
sentence Job 28, Ir
s:31 in the same sense, i. e. as
"shaft," "gallery."
T -

f

m
w ...W
l
Lam. 2, Drnin lW
1 :
n
l5
nml
same
the
and
within
one
which
represents a tautology
verse is not tolerable. Perhaps the text read originally J1 TnM
is to be deIf that be so, then 1njU.it'24
nrnnll ni?Sn.
T T I
rived from
UF
"beguile" and taken as synonymous with
D1Vl'nD, whereas

UlW

was merely an explanatory

gloss on the

unusual n1lWD and then admitted into the text through error.
The verb Srn is used just of deceitful prophecies (Jer. 29, 8,
comp. 4, o1). For the juxtaposition of the synonyms nlIt
rFw
P
nF' n0nir
iDrp1
fnr'ltt com. II Chr. 32, 15
iptn
p
and in New-Hebrew the standing formula rli'l nlDn.

'51, once also l51, Biblical Aramaic, "heap of rubbish" (so
rather than "dung-hill"), is compared by Gesenius-Buhl conjecturally with Assyrian n a m a 1u (n a w a 1u) "ruin." But this leaves
the ending ' unexplained. I would therefore place it beside Assyrian na mlit u (for which, it is true, no example is available
at the present moment), from malftl (-= D ), in the sense of
"rubbish," properly "filled up ground." Thus far, examples are
available only for t a m 1 f and m ut 1 , "heaping up," "terrace,"

1
1
"cause to be thrown up" (Deand for the verb 1 III
litzsch, HWB., 410a). In the Babylonian Talmud (Baba batra
91Ddesignates directly "rubbish"; comp. also NrT'D Heb.
54a)
ti- "dam," "earthwork," prop. anything heaped up.
24 Or rniSit

which, it is true, occurs in an entirely different sense?

W'e find ]iXt:p- in the sense of "deceit" (Prov. 26, 26).
T
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I would explain the proper noun masculine 'i,r37T as
"'1.,n~, i. e. as a compound -= 1 (- Arab. 'atim) and 'l1~'.
It is true, the abbreviated form 'In1 for ,n1i' occurs at
present only in Biblical Aramaic; it may nevertheless be assumed
that it underlies the place-name 'i,'
Josh. 19, 45. For other
with
nouns
t1. comp. the literature adduced
compounded
proper
fifteenth
by Gesensius-Buhl,
edition, 59I below, s. v. 37 II.

Jer.

47,

5 Dpt1

iis

nl'lK

rendered

in

the

Targum

'KW

jin,pV1i. The latter does not presuppose, as has been assumed, a reading t3i; the translator merely gave to the word
the meaning "power," specifically "military power," which is
actually extant in the case of Assyrian e m fi k u. Nevertheless, the
original reading was probably 'ppy, i. e. the original form of
Pi'lpt as it still underlies Assyrian A mk a r r u n a (comp. also
in the Septuagint 'AKKapt('v
by the side of 'Acap63v). The mention of Ekron as one of the cities of the Philistian pentarchy
is in the first place quite appropriate in the context; secondly, it
is suggested by the parallel passage Zeph. 2, 4.25 The error in our

passage arose perhaps in consequence of the fact that the word
was abbreviated to 'pj2y and that the abbreviation was then falsely
resolved. Whether the Septuagint read in our passage :Dpmy,may
be reasonably doubted. The translator, unable to make sense of
DpD2 , merely made a guess to which Josh. II, 22 readily led the
way.

rinnyr
Prov. 27, 6 Klr nlpT,
nlnri. l :3lmN1.Ds wSm . The
current explanation of nt'ni,. in the sense "abundant"
fails to supply an effective contrast to D4Jt_K. On the
I would explain
basis of Ezek. 8, Iily n5y nnDpn
n'l71,
I
nYIJ as "vapor-like" which is an appropriate epithet for the
false kisses of an enemy in contrast with a friend's well-meant
28 Comp.

also

Jer. 25,

20;

Am.

i,

8; Zech.

9, 5. 7.
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blows. A good parallel is offered in a similar context by Hos.
6, 4 II-p3
cn"l7nl.
rnng
By the side of nn'5 "bud" (= Arab. frh) and rlM "fly"
(= Syriac n'm) there seems to have existed in Hebrew a third
stem rm' which correspondsto Arabic fariha and signifies "rejoice":
Isa. 35, 2 lji 1 '1:3
ni'nn ni'D the parallel verbs
I 5Pnr
r
K
1p'
indicate with certainty the signification mentioned. Perhaps a
play on rn'i "bud" in verse I was intended.
p_.
Jer. IO, 13 (=

5I, I6; Ps. 135, 7)

MnM' n5
DpI:5:

is gram-

matically very strange. Perhaps we have to do with an old error,
the original reading being
"He maketh appointed sea"p.
sons for the rain." Although the word plI in this meaning does
not occur elsewhere in the Old Testament, we may justly assume
with a view to its frequent occurrence in the tannaitic literature26
that it also existed in the older stage of Hebrew, since it cannot
very well have been borrowed from Aramaic where the word is
altogether unknown in a similar meaning. The context in which
our verse is found explains how it was replaced by the more
common p'2. In Jeremiah where tDp1n would on the whole
be less appropriate, the entire passage from
l]1 to rlnl'^
may perhaps have constituted a marginal note calling attention to
the parallel in Ps. I35, 7, which subsequently passed into the text
itself through error.

The semantic development of the word DTp which combines
the notions "east," "front," and (in Aramaic) "the first" may
perhaps be connected with the manner of orientation of the Hebrews in Palestine. Accordingly the first (- chief) direction
constituted the orientation in contrast to the Babylonian conception
which placed the chief direction in the north; hence it anu
26
E. g. Abot 5, 9; Rosh ha-shanah i, 2.
In a single passage (Tos.
Rosh ha-shanah i, 12) we find even
l,tVt i1D "the period of rain
showers."
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signifies in that language both "north" and "one" (or "first") and
is used interchangeably with i r t n u which denotes the direction
of the breast (irtu).

Num. 2I, 5 ~pip is perhaps an ancient broken plural == kalakilu
which denotes the name of a plant. If that be so, we should point
5pp,l Drln5. and the phrase would then mean bread prepared out
of Ap5s. A similar broken plural is extant in lYil and (according
to Hommnel)in ItCW Josh. I9, 6 (= ij-l,,,

from

>-I).

The stem nWY= Aram. InD for which only two examples
are cited, 'i^iW Job I6, I9 and the purely Aramaic T.nnnlrGen. 3I,
-:T
T
-:IT
47, seems to have stood originally in still another passage: Mal.
2, 5 t:'DW3: -`r,inn I is flat and trivial. Once we read
lMC,n, an excellent sense is the result. The graphic similarity of
' and
T and (in the Old Hebrew) of n and W occasioned the
change, especially since "IWD was a rare word in Hebrew. The
construction

g In=W corresponds exactly to the Aramaic Pael
iVnDwhich when construed with g means "testify against."

From the time of Gesenius, 5gW- == J'.;
J,^

andJ

(by the side of

) is universally explained as a formation from

AUj- by means of the suffix -1. This derivation is contradicted by
Assyrian um 1u which, to judge from the vocalization, points
to an original s u m ' 1u which, to be sure, is a form baffl:ng explanation. May the conjecture be advanced that the vocalization of
the word rests on a popular etymology according to which the word
was taken as a compound = sum ili "name of God?" In that
case the word may have been borrowed from Assyrian into the
27
Freytag, III, 492a, where also divers other names of plants from the
same stem. Perhaps Assyrian 1 uI1 k u 11 a n u, as Peiser thinks, goes with
it;

comp.

luss-Arnolt,

914.

TIE
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other Semitic languages; the spelling with s would receive a
natural explanation. If our theory should prove acceptable, an
interesting parallel might be cited from Greek: ei,vv/og
(from e', and ivopa)--"left" shows the identical euphemism in
the same concept. One may even go farther and surmise in the
Greek term a trace of Oriental influence.

x1nw
Ezek. 36, 3 DnrI

[XWN nBiFtV I4:1 Iy has thus far remained
Both Septuagint (avri. 7o ,r[lTlac6icvat i[adg) and Peshitta
(ilnmYuN'l yV)take )nit in a sense which alone fits the context and

a puzzle.

confirmed by t!

is, moreover,

t?:28S in verse 4.

regard the word as an infinitive Piel the stem

I therefore

lnnr' (comp. lb4

Ps. IiS, S8 and the like).
This stem which meets us otherwise
only in Jewish-Aramaic29 and Arabic30 may certainly be credited to
Ezekiel. In the present passage, the meaning "gaze with malicious

28 Thus, of
course, we ought to read, as has long been recognized,

for

l^.

29 Pael

M)W"to put in the ban";

to be pointed) "put in the ban,"

he takes it as a contraction from Nl'ntV
verb.

KtqJl "ban"; 11DtW (so it ought

Levy advocates the vocalization
and regards

$tnlt.;

1'?syas a denominative

This view, however, is untenable; for, in the first place, we find the

part. 1ntt

(Targum Yerush. Deut. 7, 26); secondly, we have in Arabic

with the corresponding change of the sibilant ,4
Kohut, s. v., has already thought of the Arabic
30 Wlile

in the formation I. we find only

(by the side of
,

_.

).

.
,

".

"have malicious

joy," the forms

and ,_.^,
met with by the side of each
are
c^ ,,
,
other in II., with the meaning "bless a sneezer." Professor Hommel has
been kind enough to inform me that, according to the Arab native lexicographers, .;,
* is the current and better form in the place of
. At
Z. .
the same time he gives expression to a plausible conjecture that the II. form
originally meant "execrate the evil demons." For
.,b., Z "have malicious
joy' he mentions as old instances Hudh. 25, 5; 48, 5; 51, I; 'Alkama 9, i.
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joy" for which Arabic offers numerous instances is most
appropriate.

The proper name tll '1t1 which occurs several times in
the book of Ezra is paralleled by the name t"IIW in the Assuan
papyri (A, I6; E, I8). In a previous review of these papyri'
I ventured the opinion that the biblical name likewise read originally n1n3nn, though the received form is as old as the
Septuagint. The similarity of 3 and n in the Old Hebrew script
was especially favorable to the interchange of the two letters.
is readily explained
The resolution of the word into :3
intn
from the circumstance that the first element was identified with
occurring in Est. I, I4.

the name n'w

TEXTUALNOTES (ACCORDINGTO THE

ORDER OF THt

BIBLICAL

BOOKS)

Gen. I, 26 Y'Kin 5n
interrupts the context in the enumeration of the several species of animals. It has been proposed to
read with Peshitta p1rnn' 5r
It seems to me more
n
l.
to
read
:
P'n
1; comp. I, 20-2I; 7, 2I.
plausible
Gen. 22, 13

5' K
nbl InT

mml .

At one time I thought

of emending inK for which all the ancient witnesses read InK
into ThnK. Now, however, the reading lnl appears to me to be
correct. I regard it as an Aramaic gloss (-=
nlK , as the Targum
ad locum actually reads) for tnuK, which was subsequently misunderstood and admitted into the text.
Gen. 31, 13 5t nrl 5h,
DKn is strange on account of the
grammatically impossible article ;1 in front of 5m. I conjecture
that the ;1 was originally an abbreviation for ml,;33 the sentence
thus read: I am J., the God of Bethel. It is clear that our verse
refers back to Gen. 28, 18-22, and there the text quite unambiguIt may further be con;'rll.
ously reads: n'rS645 ll,
jectured, since our chapter from verse 4 on belongs to the Elohist,
that v. 31 stood originally immediately after v. 3 to which it is a
31
32

OLZ.,
See

XI

Geiger,

(I908),

col.

Urschrift,

28.
244.
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fit sequel34and which in point of fact comes from the pen of the
On the other hand, v. 14 connects well with v. 12.

Jahvist.

Gen. 46, 3 '41K
=S[ 5[
'OK shows the same difficulty
as in the passage just discussed. It may be conjectured that the
,mls '=K ; N represents the catchoriginal read 'zi:K
:1N
word to ,lmi which through a copyist's error remained in the
text and was then naturally drawn to the abbreviation ', thus
forming %KN. Comp. my Analekten, 43-44, where further examples are adduced for catchwords wrongly inserted in the text;
many more examples may easily be adduced.
/p eWpp, though presupposed by the versions, is quite tautological. I propose f '55; comp. verse 7 and
especially verse 14 where the verb is used absolutely as in the
present passage. The error is due to an aberration of the eye to
the word 1:ln at the end of the following verse.
Ex. 5, 12

rln

n
b-:1-1
NltN n4' /n'^l.

Lev. 14, 57 'nt,,
Peshitta

w'n~

nn

nnlrnl is rendered in

tD;

The Jerusalem Targum, likewise,

has beside its translation reflecting the Masoretic text the
'::1 lI
::KD SW: 13 l:1
following additional element: SW: T:
n:'. This undoubtedly points to the original reading plZ nrni;7
-irin~ l :i:L ; comp. Lev. xo, Io-II and particularly Ezek,
4D nr1, similarly
44, 23 =ip41 'BII
N1D; MU: przlPn 2Ip 'li 1n1J'
also Ezek. 22, 26. The reading of the Masoretic text is to be explained as an erroneous explication of an abbreviated '21. For the
abbreviation of W we have an example Deut. 32, 35 where, with
the Samaritan, we ought to read ipn mr"5 for the masoretic Dp '5.
Lev. I9, 31

,D311NDD5

is

lpirn

is,

as far

as the

style

goes, very strange. What is Wp:3to mean here? It would have
been simpler to say just 1DNtnl 5K. May not the original have
read .Wp.lP as we find Deut. 7, 25 13 wpin 1~ in a similar
where likewise the
'll
1nnn4
context and Deut. 12, 30
pn
l)
was a legitimate
unless
have
been
will
original reading
/pln
.p%n
33

See

further

below

on

Gen.

46,

3;

Isa.

my Analekten, I7 ff. (particularly on Ps. 68,
(I897),

59,

34 Verse

on

Sirach

24,

20)

5,

19;

I

Chr.

29,

22,

and

and 92, also REJ., XXXV

i.

I3b repeats expressly the admonition contained in verse 3b.
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synonym for l'p~n ? May it be further assumed that in our
passage also there stood originally l'pJrln % ?
Deut. 33, I I
Dp WMvn has so far not been explained on
its grammatical side. Every difficulty disappears as soon as we
read by simply dividing the words differently: llnD ' Mnn, i. e.
l44ppj , i. e. the loins of them that provoke him; comp. Gen. 49, 9,
17D5P

?t.

to

According

Wellesz3` and Chwolson,a6 v.

ii

be-

longs right after verse 7b, hence Judah (and not Levi!) is spoken
of. That would make the proposed emendation still more probable, since Gen. 49, 9 says just of Judah itp-

rt.

Deut. 33, I6 5D lq'I9 nnUnl
is a monstrous form
which has thus far baffled explanation. It has been proposed to
read ;I:lrln. According to my judgment, ,nn1ln is rather a
conflate of the two words ,innn and
rln of which the latter
was a gloss on the former.37 The verb ,inl occurs in our chapter
twice in addition. It is true that the feminine form still remains a
puzzle. For further examples of conflate readings see my
Analektenl,82, also OLZ., VIII (I905), I8I, on I Chr. 12, 33 where
'lyli arose out of '315 and lt'W and further below on I Sam.
I, 6 and Lam. 3, 49; comp. also Job 22, 21 where

nlI 1), exactly

as in our passage, seems to be a conflate of Inin

and ]ll3n.

For the difficult
Josh. 7, 5 ':1in :-1W,n
M'1 i.
'sB '1
I
would
as
the
D'1'',"1
propose
pointing QS.in ,
actually underlies
the rendering of Peshitta (fllnnri Ntv T). The Niphal of '?3W
occurs in a similar use and in a similar context II Chr. I4, 12;
comp. also Dan.

I, 22.

On the side of style, the nearest parallel

is Deut. 7, 23 where it is said of the defeated enemy 'm
DiDnDn"... 1':mS T1^S,
Josh. I7, I4

'n.

I'=

'Klq

n

'B

Mnlt

is strange, the first

'? being absolutely beyond explanation. We must, however,
neither strike it out nor ermendit into ~9t; it is simply an abbre35

col. 34I.
OLZ., VII (1904),
"6 In his "Nachtrdge" to the

I84,

"Das

letzte

Passahmahl

Christi," I898,

n. i.

37 Or did the text read l'nn1l 81Zil (as Mic. 4, 8

lHZ1lirnInI)?
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I14
viated 1nr

5r

The expression

Wfl 1'21

51

occurs else-

where Deut. 22, 24; 23, 5; II Sam. 13, 22.

I Sam. I, 6
,Itp`in 11n313 may of course be explained after
Arab. ragama IV vexavit, contumneliaaffecit, hence "in order to vex
her." Nevertheless, it may be assumed that we have to do here
with a textual error. The original appears to have read 1l1l2
"on account of her barrenness.38 The verb lX being used
,.1~'IX
T: IT"
in this sense always in combination with Dinl, a scribe added by
way of explanation the word rinnn; thus from inmY the incorrect nInl1 followed. If that be so, then the following '.D ~
'1
n is to be regarded merely as an explanatory gloss on
l#nnn'

I Sam. 15, 29
MS I 'W nY) ::1 has not received
1lp4
a satisfactory explanation. On the basis of Num. 23, I9 where we
read 1nt1 X r NlS,I venture to conjecture that we ought to
read 5 " 'Wl
for 51En: "And also God is everlastingly truthT T
ful. He willl not lie, etc." God is designated lW exactly as Deut.
32, 4; Ps. 25, 8; 92, I6. The simple nMJ (in the place of niy5)
is met elsewhere: Jer. 15, i8; Am. I, II; Ps. 13, 2; I6, II. A

parallel to our passage is Ps. 73, i where we should read with
for Sl'lY.
Ewald %5'1)
I Sam. 23, I6 ::St::
1-'I nrl prtn I would explain:
"and he encouraged .him." In this sense we find in the Mishna
To encourage a person, it was customary to
in'15 n' IN ptnl.39
address to him the words D'i npltrinn(on the line of the later
lrn n'r).

I would
r
I Kings IO, 5 lpWn1l n'sr:51l In.
nyt3l..
of
his
attendance
ministers
"the
lp4il~
transpose: nWlllSr
and of his cupbearers, and their apparel." Thus all difficulties of
the received text disappear.
38

The Niphal

"Th"

12Y2

in this sense as Sir.

be supplied.
39 Shebiit

4, 3; 5, 9; Gittin

5, 9.

42,

Io where

T'12t

should
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f is perhaps to be pointed ItJ)' comp.
I Kings 12, Io
lpn
1'5I
T:ln i'lr
1'r
Similarly we should read
nllD
nwpn
p,.
Lam. 3, 28 with Peshitta i'y for 15vy;comp. verse 27. The same
confusion

also underlies Sir. 6, 29 in the Septuagint40 and 30, 13

in Peshitta.
I Kings I5, 30 (comp.

II Chr. 15, I6)

contains

a difficulty

which has thus far escaped attention. The verb J' "cut," "hew,"
does not fit in with nMSD which beyond doubt denotes a metal
object, as is shown with clearness by jpTl in the passage in
Chronicles. One would rather expect an expression like "break
in pieces." That would be in Hebrew rnn3 which is used Deut.
9, 2I; Mic. I, 7; II Chr. 34, 7 with reference to images of idols
that are broken in pieces. In our passage the proper form would
Observe in particular the agreement of Deut. 9, 2I
be ni'l.
with II Chr. 15, I6, since there as well as here innl, pp,
would constitute parallels.

and pyW

Isa. 5, 19 mWrT'inr. The , in ,w'm
is strange, since
it is wanting in nim".
it
Perhaps
represents a misconceived
abbreviation for i,'1,, God not being mentioned in the preceding
part at all, whereas it would afford a good parallel to W11lp
5WP~/ in the second half of the verse. See above on Gen. 31,
33.41

't

Isa. 21, 2

4'1
nI

: y

5

I would emend into

'ln1 'n:

"Go up, 0 Elam, Tyre, and Media." The collocation of
Elam, Tyre, and Media is rather strange from a geographical
point of view; still an explanation may be found in the circum40 Comp. my observation REJ., XXXV
41

Likewise,

32,

Job

8

commentators into MIMS nll,
an abbreviated 't.
expresses

his

(1897),

52.

where tSj3RK KNil n'ln is

emended

by

In a letter, dated April 30, 1903, Professor

opinion

that

also

Ex.

original read

'rl 1ni11?I ?TV and

misconception

of the abbreviation.

present text of Isa. 12.

2

many

receives its simplest explanation if we assume
15, 2

that

(=

our

Isa.

present

The redundant

I2,

2;

Ps.

text

is

Hommel

118,

based

14)

on

the

a

nInI after M$ in the

was originally a gloss on the abbreviation 'f.
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stance that Tyre had withstood a protracted siege at the hands of
Nebuchadnezzar and might therefore be apostrophized as a dangerous foe of Babylon.
Isa. 31, 2 ?1SJI4
"help," but from

mrVyyV1 is not to be derived from 't:ry
''IyT "court" which fits in excellently
with the parallel rT3; comp. elsewhere MItV and '"in in parallelism to rni. The circumstance that the word iMT3 is only
met with in late books (Ezekiel and Chronicles) is of no importance; the word occurs also in Arabic, 'adiratu(n), hence, as
may be seen from interchange of sounds, is common Semitic.
is difficult both grammatiIsa. 44, ii t::ln t
'Wnimll
t
and
I
would propose the emendation
cally
yt'lqtO
exegetically.
"blush" which would go well with the parallel W'l,. The
omission of the plural ending admits of a ready explanation;
comp. my Analekten, 29. It is true, we nowhere find in the Old
Testament I'S,1 in the sense "blush with shame," but an instance
is available in the Midrash42(in connection with a haggadic exaD'l nilI.
n
1:
position of D:1tI tl'y)

Isa. 6o, 4 .1nrn

^ V :ln'nj11
'I1 ~ pimnn
T1n.

As far

as I know, no objection has been raised by critics to this
verse although it offers a great difficulty. It is not quite easy to
conceive how an adult personi can be carried on the side; for the
daughters are certainly not thought of as infants that they should
be carried, especially since the sons come of themselves. All
difficulties disappear when we read 1 : "thy daughters shall be
carried in the litter"; comp. 66, 20 where we read exactly in a
similar

context

D"LY11... M1:'ll 51n L:n
.

n lw^n1il .

The

1
Peshitta, likewise, which renders 1i 5t by Xnl'1iD
must certainly have read 3Y. It may be casually noted that
66, 12 l'rn
2Y 5y is rendered by Peshitta in the same manner; nevertheless

'I

there, though possible, is quite unnecessary,

for there indeed the writer has in mind the figure of small
children ( ilyw/rn t::
). The interchange of n
5,
P:nri,
and 'I in our passage goes back to their similarity in Old
42

Num.

rabba 4, 20

(ed.

Romm,

14b, below).
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Hebrew script; comp. my Analekten; 51, on Ps. 69, ii. Further
examples: Gen. 9, 7 :l i:rn for which read with Nestle n:1 'nl;
Josh. I5, 47 51n, for which the Hebrew margin and the versions
have E'1;n;Ezek. 40, 2 -:MD which in the Septuagint appears
as '1ni ; comp. also below on Ezek. 30, 4.
It is
Jer. I, 15 n'l
w'nlsn 5n 5i.
I:a1:
58 i:
SD %,
very strange that it is said here of the hostile kings that
they will place their thrones upon the walls of Jerusalem and
N~
l
upon all the cities of Judah. The preceding rnn 1'Dw
U131
,^'InT 'fI.w precludes our taking the expression figuratively; the former sentence is certainly meant concretely. It
is still less plausible to take 5p here in a hostile sense = "against,"
for that would yield a distorted sense, a throne being surely no
weapon which may be directed against a wall or city. I therefore
6 "n, "and they shall
propose the reading '131nniDrlin i:
scale all her walls round about and storm all the cities of
Judah." It is true that elsewhere we find ,153 in this particular
sense construed with the accusative: Joel 2, 7
~Dln 5I,
Shall we perhaps take 15V
Prov. 21, 22 3In 5y. n"1]: v1.
in the present passage (as frequently elsewhere) simply in
the sense

"march against?"

It is certainly

clear that in the

I3lY the second 5Il may readily have
sequence of letters ,S
been omitted; see further below on Eccl. 7, 26.
' ' D'1'
Dn ' l ~Dl Dn
1'n
nW :,
Jer. I6, I6 1nI
&1Svi 'n1 W:='1 rMwM. While the first wri is superfluous,
the second is directly ungrammatical. It seems to me
therefore that the original read: 'n t t: WVl nr6i ,=i
n1'lX1C:I
as Duhm
"hunters,"

n rn
'btq ;Inl
l "nl. The word :3:' has here,
has seen, the meaning "archers," specifically
as

Jerem.

50,

29

and

perhaps

Job

i6,

I3;

If this
comp. also Gen. 21, 20 (of the hunter) nrpi3 nl.
be so, then the word D'ItP represents a subsequent gloss43 on
the unusual DVl ; at a still later period when D::' was no
43 In Gen.

2I,

20

it?lt

t-v

is most probably likewise a g,loss on

hi.
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more understood, the same word was likewise inserted in the first
half of the verse for the sake of the supposed parallelism.
Jer. 30, 19 I'V SI 3'n4nf1
IDtV N51 Qnmlnl. The
overlined words are missing in the Septuagint. This
NK1 J1l::11l'represents but
suggests the possibility that ltI3,
a gloss on the less frequent expressions that follow, which indeed
is in perfect accord with the sense. The parallel passage
Job 14, l^5 p'~' S6l -l3VT11T N5l 14= 1n'3' shows that :13
was used not only as an adjective (as in numerous passages),
but also as a verb, in the sense "be many." There, the Septuagint
7roO/iiv (Hi yevoluivwl) r&v vWiv oi,cKoti(ev, kav (6 bOi>'ot yievwvrat

has:

ovK ei tcrarat.

Jer. 48, Io

WnI 'Inn?N

'I` n.t5n ; comp. Hag. I, I3 'l

ntC,V 1nn is perhaps to be pointed
n.St9'.

An indirect support for

this conjecture is perhaps the fact that the Septuagint renders
nrx=n by the plural ra cpya; hence it read nn3N1D with 1 .'
NKit would be the object to the
Exactly as in this passage
verb ;Wr, we find in New-Hebrew

'1En nl'l5W ,t2.

has thus far received no
rin rlrn
Ezek. I8, 7 W:
satisfactory explanation. Modern commentators for the most part
either take with Cornill 3'nr as a corruption fromn1W, or with
N6ldeke4' strike the word out altogether as a dittogram from
It seemns,to me, nevertheless, that the text is perfectly
rlrnl.
in order: lin l1nIir is to be taken as a construct state construction with the ancient case ending, hence: a pledge for a debt.
Similarly, DvW1i'il Ezek. I, 8 (ketib) and :: ninrM 46, I7
are to be explained in the same manner.46 The circumstance
to which Noldeke calls attention, that gnrl is met with elsewhere
only in Aramaic, gives us ground for doubting the genuineness of
the word least of all in Ezekiel who elsewhere shows a predilec-

44 It must be owned that the plural
singular
41

epya occurs elsewhere also for the

tZSkz,.

ZDMG., LVII, 418, n. 2.
46 Comp. Analektet, 73, where further examples are given.
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tion for Aramaic expressions in a high degree.4 Moreover, if we
accept Luzzatto's conjecture which is exceedingly plausible, we
for 1:l1 flnltl.
should read also Jer. 17, 4 ':Ilti rlt
Ezek.

22,

3 1LnDr nr51 i,

.ntPrI.

In

the

place

of

the superfluous and difficult ;n'4 the original perhaps read
'1 V
The abbreviation was then misunderstood
1, i. e. ,nl;l5 I.
and expanded so as to read nri .48 Comp. Ex. 20, 55
fn,
S

5 tnnnri ninS;

S

similarly Gen. 28, 9 WJ 5p.
IJ? ,

1WtY ^15 and 31, 50 'nr:l

Ezek. 23, 24 i=t31
n=1?
'1DY t:*1
5inpnl 5i1
=30

1T'P I3nW' 3lVpl.

rnr

nrp'

mr1.
npn

The words

'2Vi 5ip::

t^Vr i'
do

not

121
fit

in

well at all and disturb the context. In spite of the fact
that the words were read by the versions, I would conjecture that there stood originally at the beginning of the
verse
P5 tI 52D ,np 1021.49 The words dropped out in consequence of an error, and a copyist who noted the mistake
wrote the omitted two words at the place proper between the
lines introducing them by '21 , i. e. 1:1, whereby he indicated
that the words should be inserted after 1'l21. A sub.
sequent copyist mistook this insertion and wrote the letters 21
together with
n,p as one word; thus arose W^* ,rpZB. By a
further error, the two words were subsequently inserted in the
wrong place.
For similar examples in Ezek. where in the case of inserted
passages a catchword was prefixed and sometimes abbreviated see
Rost, OLZ., VII (1904), 390 ff. and 479 ff.; see also further on my

note on Ezek. 37, 26.
47 Comp. Selle, De Aramaismis libri
Ezech., I89o; and my own observation above s. v. I=t
(on Ezek. 26, 3) and on $1J (Ezek. 37, 11) in OLZ.,
XII (Ig99), col. 251 f.
48 Comp.
For further
Analekten, 12, and especially i6 on Ps. 145, 12.
instances of the abbreviation of the tetragrammnaton by means of t see further

below
49

u

l

on Ps.

20,

IO;

I31,

2.

Comp. in a similar context Jer. 50, 9 h5
rl~1 ~1t'
$;:
0'1_

n._

* J lj=
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Ezek. 24, 4
been

suggested

long

nnMM

n 3tl'P
rI

that :1t3 nMn
T:

il
,

It has

lInn
r ltN.
represents

a

later

ad-

dition. This conjecture becomes more probable if we read M,5'
"fat tail" in the place of ,1'5;

thus three choice pieces (1'1 nM5

nnjl) would appear in collocation, and gJtOnMn53 would then
constitute a suitable explanation. We know from I Sam.
plWvl ni should be read50 that the
9, 24 where Inm%I
T: --T :
,I1R was regarded as a choice piece which was reserved for the
guest of honor.

Now the strange reading nr1rn for which the Septuagint and
Peshitta correctly read Drnnl, is explained: once the false reading ,riq

was in vogue, it was natural to change the immediately

preceding Drinn into ,linnm
Ezek.

30, 4 D DYnn l'in ,NX:

is perhaps

corrupted

from

I,nn
which fits in well with the parallel ,rlnn ;comp. verse9
T-:in a similar context 'lnn"l
and n,n1n form a parallel.
for the first irl also
According to Cornill, we should read ,riin
38, 21. For the interchange of 1 and 'I see above on Isa. 60, 4.

where

Ezek. 37 14 D3nnl
According
by D3n 'nrI'nll is strange.
we should rather expect a verb meaning
to the context,
"lead," "bring." It is therefore not too bold a conjecture to propose

?Y
Dnl 'n2N,'il.
comp. verse 21 DnrIN
is nowhere else met with in construction with
.LY,we have examples of this very construction in the case of

the

pointing 41'rnnl;

Though ,rin,

the synonymous
Kings 25, 20).

verbs i5a

(Isa. 49, 10; Ps. 23, 2) and 'l,l,

(II

Ezek. 37, 23 Da11IK,n 'WN seems to stand in the wrong place.
It appears rather to belong immediately after t)SWYM :33
comp. 18,31 D1 DrnYw 'WN D3YPWd:3 nl. If we thus transpose the
it becomes unnecessary to change, with Symmachus,
hl'ntl:W1 into Dan',n119.
Indirectly, the transposition is favored
by the fact that the Septuagint did not find the three words

words,

50 See Geiger,

Urschrift,

380

f.
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D,iH:,D 51iD,=IVp'p1M at all in its Hebrew text, rendering at the
same time ,lMn'I1/D ~nD by 'rr 7raa&vriv avolittv avrWv.
Ezek. 37, 26 Dirnn1 is unintelligible, superfluous, and wanting in the Septuagint and Peshitta. The Septuagint omits in addition the immediately following words D3nNK ln:i',l.
Perhaps
the text, in the form in which the Septuagint found it, read
MD
n
n
ni^.
originally: Dtl D3nn3
nnn
nSr n:12.
WnpD
On the basis of passages like Jer. 30, 19; Ezek. 36, Io. 11, a later

scribe, it seems, inserted after D3nK 1'Mi the words D1K 'nrT1vl.
This addition foreign to the original text induced a copyist to put
l, by which he desired to
right above it 'n Tinnl, i. e. D3p1t Mnn
indicate that in the place of D3nK r11'1, the reader should proceed immediately with the following
1p rnKsrlnnB. This gloss
'In nnil was erroneously contracted into one word D3nnl which
then subsequently was received into the text; see above on 23, 24.
Mic.

5,

I3 '"`:

'Innn'l

is

strange.

In

the

first place,

the cities have been mentioned in verse Io; secondly, from verse
ii on only objects of idolatrous worship are named. The proposed emendation 1':q. is too violent. The parallel l4nWy
suggests the reading ps'p "thy (sacred) groves."'1 No example,
it is true, is available for '1 in this specific sense. On the other
is used frequently (comp. Lev. 26, 30; Num.
hand, the verb 'Tn,
to the destruction of places of idolatrous
with
reference
33, 52) just
in
former
the
place God is the speaker exactly as in our
worship;
identical
error is present Ezek. 6, 6 where in a
The
passage.
similar context we read in our present text 3'13,V for which we
should read with Cornill 3n'1, .
Zeph. 3, 20 Dnr3K41'p nIl is, as has long been recognized,
impossibly correct. There is nevertheless no occasion for so
radical a change as r3pK KN,,~rI1 ; we are simply to read
D3rnK X3p nV K31, which phrase fits the context admirably
and is so common that illustrations would be superfluous.
For the dropping out of the K and the resultant joining of the n
51 The omission of the ' after a word ending in a I is another instance
of the phenomenon discussed in Analekten, 44 f.; comp. also Luzzatto on
Jer. 23, I4. The instances adduced there might be considerably multiplied;
comp.

e. g. below

on Ps.

50, I9.
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to the following word we have numerous examples elsewhere;
see Analekten, 49. In addition to the instances there adduced we
may mention also '1l:

Gen. 30, II and nlK:

Gen. 30, 13; comp,

also Prov. I3, io where I. Kahan proposes 1TITq: for 11?t.
is perhaps corrupted from

Zech. 9, 2 ,n [: rln n in

:ljn nnn. The n in 1ln is probably only a dittogram of nmln.
Exactly as in our passage tpT1XI't1 follow immediately
thereon, so is 5: found also Ezek. 27, 9 by the side of those two
cities.
Zech. I2, 8 n,',
'NK5m 3 seems to me to represent a later
for the sake of mitigating the bold
gloss on the 0,nrSi,
comparison. The Targum proceeds similarly in passages like the
present.
The words D2z p'n have
Ps. Io, 1I71DKtwpn D:I
p-n.
thus far received no satisfactory explanation.52 The translation given by Kautzsch: "Thou quickenest their courage"
is just as little acceptable. As a matter of fact, 31 Pln occurs
elsewhere only in a reflexive sense, = "direct one's own mind to
something"; it is never used as here with reference to another
person's heart. Nevertheless, it is altogether unnecessary to read,
as has been proposed, ?I. 'i1l. All the difficulty disappears if
we merely change the pointing: 3 D:ihi "weigher (fathomer)
of

their

heart";

comp.

Prov.

2I,

2;

24,

12

where rl3 tih

is used as here as an epithet of the Deity. As far as the sense
goes, the nearest parallel to our passage is Ps. 17, I-3 where the
psalmist equally grounds his hope that his prayer may be heard
on the conviction that God has proved him. It is quite possible
that in the difficult phrase p'1V 1=nl1 Ps. 7, Io there is likewise present a corrupt form of In; comp. the parallel n11unTrih

nrl53.
52 The

Septuagint

of New-Hebrew tl;

(Eroti0aaiav

rTl~f aapdcia avr7v)

took ps t in the sense

there is, however, no ground for assuming a specific

nominal form 13I (Krochmal)

or 1..t (Chajes).

The Talmud (Tos, Berakot

3, 4 and parallels). likewise, interprets in the same fashion as the Septuagint:

7PTMyw^tf\)oaS i^n trhs^h }^Q, 'IDI 1w

H^^ 1^h nr( p^3ty "inif Henon.
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Ps. 20, Io l[i'p 1>'
arisen out of .)I '1, i. e,

1 3

' ml
,
has perhaps
p,
lPi,
n,l,
: ll,ni' ; comp. above on Ezek.

22, 3.

Ps. 29, 3 MnMnn
9 ,ll,n 1p is strange when contrasted with the
other verses where invariably a quality or effect of the Divine
voice is referred to. I therefore conjecture that WtV'l51 and t'1,71
should be transposed; the whole passage would thus read ir1w'
1Ip
lsn 5 o'n ,.
The expression
Wt:2 tl'W 59I nnF' ,rnrt
5'1
D',';I l,'11' Ilp will not be taken exception to on the grounds of
style when Job 37, 4 5!p?1iW 1'nnKl is compared where lp in a
similar context is likewise employed as subject.
Ps. 37, 22 seems to have changed places with verse 26. The
latter verse fits in less well in its present location after verse 25
than after verse 21 of which it is a continuation. In the same
manner verse 22 goes well with verse 25 for which it gives the
reason; it is certainly out of place after verse 21, there being
nothing in that verse for which the clause introduced by ': may
serve as a reason,
Ps. 45, II Wlnz 4P2W. The apostrophe to the queen as

r: without further addition is strange. I would therefore suggest
that the original

read (as in verse

I3)

l'l

-ln ri

^tW.

The

omission of the word is readily accounted for by haplography
(r11

)

___

Ps. 48, io inlDr1ni% 3I8rt is strange, because the vocative
t',5N is in no wise prepared. I should propose the reading
t.^'-5N ; "we liken Thy mercy (in its magnitude) to the seas."a5This
would do justice to the parallelism: verse ii^W'
54and 4 *Xpi
Y'1, hence the sea, the heavens, and the earth as objects of comparison for the infinite greatness of God; comp. the cognate
n
n.
passage Ps. 36, 6-7 where it similarly reads ,12i tl,'llnl
The word t': itself, it is true, occurs elsewhere as a figure of
greatness in a totally different-context: f':1W t.3510
Lam. 2, I3.
I68
l8

.

=-

64 So read for

"liken

'1tZ;

unto"

as Isa.

40,

4Analekten, 62.

i8.

25.
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Ps. 50, I9 npl3 rnnS
The object 1' to ni is ex1,S.
ceedingly strange. Perhaps the original read 'p7n (as frequently
1 n5w), the 3 dropped out by haplography (the preceding word
ends in ' ); see above on Mic. 5, 13. The clause should then be
rendered: "Thou puttest thy hand forth after ill-gotten wealth"
(or perhaps "with evil intention"?). Perhaps we ought to read
with Chajes Yg_ which would fit in well with the following
verse.
Ps. 5I, 6 'lt5n
ntn 'Dn3: ptin \t1p should be pointed in
either case as Piel: nlttA, p.tl. The sense is this: I confess openly
my guilt, that Thou mayest justify and clear me.
Ps. 78, 65 4D IlnnD 1:113D'n tW r'pF. For ':1in read
n
Simwith Peshitta 13t3; comp. Jer. 23, 9 jl n1
'133.
ilarly we find II Sam. 22, 26 1i.3 for Ps. i8, 26 '13. For
pilnnt I should read conjecturally piintV "coming back to
his senses" (comp. Syriac plrMnnf); comp. the rendering
of the Targum npelnn. Similarly b. Berakot 30b pinnnvr
rin
53p lngll arose perhaps through the concurrence of the
following 5rinnn', the original reading being plnlnn'. The
error must then, of course, date from very early times; for the
haggadic exposition (from pfnntl) which follows presupposes the
reading with n.
Ps. 88, 17 4lnnnt has, it is true, been long recognized as a
scribal error for 4innny; but no satisfactory explanation has as
yet been offered for the fact that just in this passage a superfluous
n was introduced into the text. I take it that the n moved up
from the end of verse 19 where we should read with Peshitta
in3ln n rvn. Once the faulty reading of the Masoretic text
had come into existence, a scribe at a later period added the missing
n which he placed above the line. By error, it moved further up
and so came to be inserted in llnnt.
It is probable that the
manuscript in question comprised two whole verses in one line;
then indeed 'ItnD and innT? stood above each other. An
error of a quite similar character underlies the text of Job 15,
31-32; comp. Analekten, 82, and further below on Prov. 28, I.
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Ps. I19, 43 nlD 'r:1 4t, in
g
sl. As far as I know, the correctness of the text has been questioned by nobody. Nevertheless,
the sense in which 5l,y is used here is very strange; for elsewhere
it means only "take something away from someone by violence,"
but not, as here, "deny something to someone." I therefore suspect
that bI'I in the present passage should be derived from ~5-; the
omission of the X is a regular feature of verbs W"'. An exact
parallel is the passage Eccl. 2, 10: DnD n~tl
Ps.

2

131,

..

85p 5^t3 presents,

4.v Nlwn

it is true,

~:I.

no grammat-

ical difficulty; nevertheless, the use of 85V and ~[ in two totally
different senses in so close a proximity is not quite probable. The
ancient versions appear to have had difficulties in understanding
the three words: witness their efforts at translating them. All
(= ,n,it ?) for 'I.
difficulty disappears when we read '?
It will be found that thus the figure used in the clause preceding
is carried out more consistently, the parallelism being of the
chiastic order: "I have composed and quieted my soul as a child
that is weaned of his mother, even as a weaned child is toward the
Lord my soul."

standing for Mnli, see above on Ezek.

As for ',

22, 3.
Ps.

I46,

6

51P 'tO

tVln is

very

weak.

We

rather

expect (as in the immediately preceding verses) the class of men
mentioned with whom God keeps faith. I therefore propose to
"He keepeth faith with the ungodly." In Exod.
point t~3'Y:
TIT
6
it
is
34,
expressly stated that God shows mercy and truth even
to sinners. We find elsewhere quite a number of examples where
forms of the stem 13I and the word D7l3 are confounded; so
e. g. Ps. 37, 28 where the missing strophe beginning with y is
restored (in part after the Septuagint) by reading lWII=
Qr'iY
for lnn3t

Ibnb; Job

22,

15 ?1I!:l

'T-

I nns,i for which we should

likewise read with Chajes Dt~Il; comp. also my remarks on Ps.
sal. 2, in OLZ., V (I902),
Ps.

147,

15 r'l'i

col. 278.

riT m,inn 'I.

The phrase ;',IlnD 't

-occurs

only in this passage; nor is it quite clear what the meaning

!26
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is of the superfluous ?'. While our text is attested by the Septuagint, the preposition ('1I) is omitted in the Peshitta. I therefore
conjecture that Ip was originally intended as a gloss on rirl
"n lr*n , the glossator wishing to indicate that ypI here is to
be taken in the sense of r1N Ip.5 By error, the gloss moved
down to its place before W'l1rt.
Prov, I, I8 D
::rJ1W 1 4 1:rw' ^*t Di:,1. It is not easy to
see what the suffixes in tD'1 and ~DII?,Drefer to. It has therefore
been proposed to read, on the basis of the Septuagint and a
single manuscript in Kennicott's collection, as in verse II, Dn.
But DnET.Wstill remains a puzzle. I therefore suspect that the
original read oD Wv..;56 comp. 29, Io riDn
IN]P

wn

v'3;

Ps. 64, 5

npn
in the parallel
f.
Moreover, the synonym
inr:nnDn?r
Once the two words
tE'.
passage verse II speaks in favor of on
were erroneously welded together into Drlu'-, for the sake of the
parallelism the suffix of the third person plural had to be appended
to 1; likewise.
Prov. 24, II rltwn o&nni
. For 3wn
:
'Drm nnSDwnip
npi
which occurs nowhere else in the sense of "tottering toward
something" and, moreover, is rather weak by the side of the plastic
DlnpS, I would read CPE30:"that are stretched out." In NewHebrew we meet with the phrase nrni
5. 6; Pesilsta, ed. Buber, I8Ia.)

416

(e. g. Eccl. rabba on

'
Prov. 25, I nu:
The
PwV
DlI.
B1
ip0*l233Z:)
which
is
1
of
the
1D:
missing in
superfluous
Septuagint as well
as in one Hebrew manuscript, belongs to the end of the verse
where we should read lno:D in consonance with the subject 01p~1IX
The mistake arose through Int=: being written (as often) defectively: nltZp, The missing 1 was then added by a copyist above
the line, which by mistake was drawn to the word D: which happened to stand right above it; see above on Ps. 88, 17.
55 Comp. verse 6
r'X
;yp.
The construct state combination l

56

Prov, Io, 3.

n

tE:

is paralleled by

11lV

!7S
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Prov. 31, Ix1'n0 NS
viWis very strange in this context;
for Y5W1
which does not fit in well at all we should expect some
ideal possession to be mentioned. Perhaps the original read
:5Wl
Dlr N5 which would fit in well with the parallel n3:. The simplest
way to account for the error is to assume that in some texts the
word was abbreviated: ' W, which then was falsely resolved into

%w.

Job 21, 9gnrn D5w :nnrl. There is no ground for emending
with the versions 1^P ; rather read t5P3; comp. 12, 6 quite
similarly

.

^tI'WS "5'tIN
rs'6

/'pD3 i:1
W. Read I^ .D: "If I covered my
Job 3I, 33 W! :IN
,1 :nT p tO
transgressions before men," to which the parallel
is a suitable sequel. For the construction comp. Gen. 18, 17
lIW3tMKIWN ,im:11q 8. ,D3n
. The interchange of 3 and t is to
be explained on the basis of the Old Hebrew script; comp Analektet, 52.

Cant, 3, 6 im) 51I t:
nn
w nn n
ln
nSy tt^ 4*
owes its obscurity to a mistake in the pointing. We ought manifestly to read "Wib?:"Who is this that cometh up out of the
wilderness like pillars of smoke from the perfume of myrrh and
frankincense." The words ?Z' nrp:S 3D seem to be a mere gloss
on what precedes. The smoke as it comes up straight out of the
incense (comp. Ezek. 8, II) is indeed a fitting object of comparison.
Lam.

I,

I4 'WV i)

?l.

It is generally agreed

to

point

the first two words on the basis of the versions and the Midrash
but no one has noticed that the word 'W8 is like_y'Ijp.;
wise badly pointed. There cannot be any reasonable doubt that
the correct pointing should be 'Yh-3(from tPoWI Sam. 20, 3):
"He hath watched for my steps"; comp. Job 13, 27; I4, 6; 33, II.

The words IW -~y j
verse

13.

expressthe same as

45' nrlW'eWD in
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Lam. I, 20 rinn nrn: lin ni
parallel passage Deut. 32, 25 ,In'K

*

rinn.

On the basis of

the

MFlnDI i'n rw'n
FrnnI would
assume that in the present passage the word nDSl dropped out in
front of rlvT; the whole probably read originally nrln nlt^
.
nlpW
For the expression comp. Ps: 55, 5 nlI mlWl. As for the graphic
ground for the omission see Analekten, 9I.
It is stylistically
Lam. 2, 2 "WI nMO~nn5n ryi" r;in.
to
find
a
uncommon
single object depending upon
exceedingly
two verbs asyndetically placed by the side of each other, especially,
as is the case here, when the verbs are separated by an additional
word. I therefore believe that the original read 1y, ~'~., 57
"lIe hath abhorred the land"; to this the following ,in^n [[n
,"'PWlis indeed a suitable parallel. The word rlt without the article
to designate the land of Judah is found once more Jer. 3, 2. The
occurs only once more, Job 21, o1, in a different
Hiphil 5'In
context; but the Kal is found Jer. 14, 19 exactly as in our passage
of God abhorring Zion.
Lam. 2, 4 '1=l :'13 : is strange not only on account
of the masculine form of the verb, but particularly for the reason
that in the parallel parts of the verse transitive verbs are employed.
An old manuscript58reads :iXn; it will, however, suffice to point
::. (as Piel) ; comp. Arabic nassaba used of the horse pricking
up the ears.
Lam. 2, I6 .3I)' is doubly difficult: in the first place, an
object is wanting (hence it is that the Septuagint and Peshitta
supply the object in translation as if the text read 11Vt51;comp.
Ps. 35, 25); secondly, 115:Y is suitable only in the mouth of the
Babylonians who actually conquered Judah, but not, as we read
now, in the mouth of third parties who remained inactive and
57 The error arose at a time when no vowel letters were used in the
text; thus especially in connection with the division of the word from one
line to another the received reading would easily arise out of
75'. ; ; comp.
Analektent, 40, and below on Lam. 3, 49.
58 Comp.

Petersburg

I-Iarkavy,
I884, 23.

Neuaufgefuncdene

hebr.

Bibelhandschriften,

St.
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of Judah with malicious

only gazed at the misfortune
therefore

am bold

enough

129

to

propose the reading .Jg

joy.

I

n:: "O

Bel, O Anu! certainly this is the day that we looked for; we
have found, we have seen it." The nations hostile to the Jews
thus give thanks to the Babylonian gods for having brought about
the overthrow of Judah.59 While
.1 occurs several times in the
Old Testament, no example is available for 1J] (if we except
the proper name '1t])).
The author of the poem was certainly
familiar with the Babylonian religion; the proof is afforded by
the peculiar use of ;r'l: in 4, Io60 in the sense of Labartu as a
common noun designating demons; comp. my article "Labartu im
A. T." in OLZ., VI (I903), 244-45.
is rendered in the SeptuagintC 'c repdarr/aa
Lam. 2, 22 "InnIDt t
which it is certainly difficult to bring into consonance with the
meaning of the Hebrew verb. I suspect that the Greek is corrupt:
the translator most likely wrote: t1rrKp6rulaa having had in mind
the sense which the word has in New-Hebrew ("strike," "beat,"
both in the Kal and Piel) unsuitable though the meaning be in the
present passage. We find 7rLKporeivelsewhere for srnD (Isa. 55,
and 3pn (Prov. 17, I8).
The two Greek verbs, rilKpore0v
12)
and 'TrtIparEZv, moreover, are confounded elsewhere (Amos 6, 5
B; Ez. 29, 7 A).
Lam. 3, I lnl3n 7 u:v:
: nw: 1nin : I would
"I am the man that hath seen affliction in the tribe of
is, God's) wrath"; lr,rng t3:W is used here exactly in
sense as Iln'1 by (Isa. Io, 6) and 1i'nr 111 (Jerem. 7,
writer means that he was able to study affliction by the
a typical case.

Lam. 3, 49 n ml~1,n i-O n-1n N61 ;ni- ,'I/.

explain:
His (that
the same
29). The
means of

After nDln N6,

nril=mn4O sounds quite tautological, not to mention the fact that
M;l; occurs nowhere else and is grammatically peculiar. I there59 Comp. Judg. I6, 23 where the Philistines
Dagon for their victory over Samson.

give thanks to their god

60 It is well known that chapters 2 and 4, according to the almost
universal opinion of commentators, belong to one and the same author.
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fore conjecture the reading m?,4*t3 ; comp. the striking parallel
.

'

-:I..

'P1. Once
n, lasn K6
Vn
i'
passage Ps. 77, 3 I'W=DDi,
in ;lKn had been corrupted through the false division of words"l
into IbM;t
l:, a later scribe added to ini by way of explanation
or parallel the word nlin (from 2, i8). Through the welding together
of 1il~ and ^rlD arose the faulty form in the Masoretic text; see
above on Deut. 33, I6.
Eccl. I, 8 D:WI' 4:1nitr : is simply to be explained: "All words
are toiling," that is to say, no words are adequate to express it
fully. With this sense the following ~:31 WN 53[v N goes extremely well. In a similar context we read Sirach 43, 30 IK'n 5i
0.3 Judah Ibn Tibbon, moreover, seems to have taken our
ri
plnn
in
the sense indicated; he writes in his translation of
passage
of the Heart"02
"Duties
nliI~1 nn''Il Dt
Bahya's
1I" p'W3n
1
. The
Eccl. 5, 2 D3C"1313: n1D,,pJS1/
N
l
z= n Sr
33
second half of the verse is no logical sequel to the first. In the
place of ~1Pwe rather expect a word which would indicate the
consequences of much talking for the fool. I would therefore
read i4p;

comp. Prov. ii, 2 i15p s'i

tipt K3.

Or is

S,p in

our

passage to be derived, as in Jer. 3, 9gp, from the stem 15p and to
be explained as "disgrace"?
Eccl. 5, 5

'n nlmW': I5-"n rb 4'l

n

N1. In the place of

the wholly unintelligible ~inrinread T:D: "before thou fulfillest
(the word)";

comp. I Kings 8, 15; Jer. 44, 25, where <.?: absolute

is used exactly in the same sense. The use of mDbwith a following infinitive - "before" in a temporal sense as Gen. 13, 10; I
Sam. 9, I5; II Sam. 3, 13; Mal. 3, 23. Once ]ItD was incorrectly
understood as ^tn, the article was added.
Eccl. 7, I6 DITfl
nn^ was read, it is true, by the versions;
,
it is nevertheless peculiar both in form and sense. I do not therefore hesitate to propose D:t K'nr'T . As < was frequently omitted
61 See above on Lam. 2, 2 where a similar error has been noted.
62 I, io (ed. Baumgarten-Sterri, 34b).
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at the end of a word, the Masoretic reading readily followed from
D1?W]'; comp. AnalekteA, 47-48 on II Chr. II, 23 and Job 27, 8,
where we meet with an exactly similar case. A perfect parallel to
M1nltn

,mn is afforded Sir. II, 33 &Wn Di'W 1r 1nrD.

Eccl. 7, 26 j1tl'tO 'fnW
in this very part of the verse
as a parallel to g.a and '14t.
read Wnv9K:63 "her steps are

is very awkward; we rather expect
the mention of a part of the body
The difficulty disappears when we

snares." Perhaps the original read
1,t'lW 1IWK;1WI< then dropped out by haplography. As for the
sense, comp. Prov. 7, 25 where men are warned of the ways of
the strange woman.

Est. I, 14 i5&P:mp,I is grammatically difficult of explanation. Shall we not simply point flipn (or the infinitive ~..;1!)?
Comp. Ex. 28, I; Num. i6, 5. 9, where '1St :jpin is used as here
in the sense: "permit one to draw near to oneself."
Neh. 5, II D~l rTnKncannot possibly be correct. The commentators therefore follow Geiger in reading nSWNt which indeed
fits the context admirably, but is nevertheless open to objection, it
being difficult to account for the dropping out of the E. May we
not rather read Dr;t nrlti- as in verse 4 rlntc D1 W'15
1%tn? It is easy to understand how this rare (originally Babylonian) word would be replaced by rlS<, particularly if we remember that in the Old Hebrew alphabet X and 1 are quite similar;
comp. Lagarde, Anmerkungen sur griech. Obersetzung der Proverbien, on 19, 28; 24, 2; 28, 2; and my Analekten,

50, on Isa.

65, 23.

I Chr. 29, 22
i
1
irnWn is grammatically peculiar
,n'1rrS
because of the want of an object to InWtl and also for the
reason that ;ir'1r is superfluous. I suspect that the original read
,'i: "and they anointed him to be ruler." A later scribe mistook ;
for an abbreviated ,151; see above on Gen. 31, 13. Now the
parellelistic structure of our verse is completely restored, the
63 Ps.

o0, 6 some exegetes

propose likewise the reading ^tiW for

*tN,
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construction of the object with 5 occurring three times. The spelling 1I for 15 does not, it is true, occur elsewhere in the Old
Testament; but that may be a mere accident as the possessive
suffix is frequently found spelled with l.

